
VIVID
Value increase by development of an
international network Visual Design

■ Project summary
The VIVID project aims to create a
cross-border virtual network in the
Visual Design sector, a sector that
creatively translates communication
into multimedia applications. This
sector is constantly evolving and
offers great economic potential for
the 2 Seas area, using new media
and technology to develop visual
communication tools which are
more efficient, more
understandable and can also be
applied internationally. That said,
there are two main barriers
preventing this sector from
expanding in the 2 Seas area: its
fragmentation and a brain drain of
highly educated professionals
towards the capitals (Amsterdam,
London, Paris, Brussels). The VIVID

partnership wants to cluster organisations and to strengthen the sector by: - Promoting
cooperation and knowledge-exchange with the participating universities and higher education
institutions for new applications in the visual design sector. - Stimulating creative
entrepreneurship and supporting start-up businesses, especially young professionals. -
Showcasing and profiling visual design to a wider audience, as well as the uses and applications
of visual design in trade and industry.

■ Activities

What was the project trying to achieve?
The shared main aim of the VIVID-project was: creating a cross-border visual design network of
knowledge centres, universities, institutions, companies and governments by jointly developing
and introducing innovative solutions/methods in the field of research, education,
entrepreneurship, commercialisation and showcasing. The concrete objectives within this
project were: 1. cooperation and exchange of knowledge in the research and development of
new applications and concepts in the field of visual design whereby the level of education is
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simultaneously improving and new ideas are improving the commercial application; 2. jointly
developing and testing measures and concepts in support of (starting) entrepreneurship in the
Visual Design sector; 3. cooperation, exchange and actions in the field of commercialisation and
showcasing whereby entrepreneurs, education and knowledge centres come together, and are
encouraged and facilitated to get down to business together. Also the dissemination of visual
design to a broad public is part of this objective; 4. implementation of various projects that
contribute to the realisation of the cross-border virtual network and expertise centre; 5. actively
involving youngsters and other target groups in the developments and opportunities of Visual
Design to encourage them to go to work in this sector.

What were the activities implemented?
Activity 1: actions and investments to boost and facilitate research, knowledge development
and education. Within this activity the following actions are implemented: - Subaction 1:
meetings to exchange knowledge between the 4 universities; development of visual design
applications and computer simulation; training of students - Subaction 2: enhancing lab and
studio facilities for learning and experimenting. - Subaction 3: development of educational
visual design game (ANIM 2.0) in three languages for primary and secondary schools -
Subaction 4: development of the cross-border virtual visual design network. Activity 2: Action
and investment to boost and facilitate cooperation and creative entrepreneurship. Within this
Activity the following subactions are implemented: - Subaction 1: Meetings between students,
young talents, companies and employment offices. - Subaction 2: Open space with interested
artists and businesses; brainstorm about a business case; co-creation project where 5 regular
SME’s worked together with 10 creative talents. - Subaction 3: A virtual expertise network has
been set up in Breda; Creative Front re-developed to add incubator services, advice and
guidance from experts included, job searching etc.; establishment of Bar d’Office (physical
coworking space); one promotion event and talks with interested co-workers; training and
testing new relevant support tools for business development, etc; strategic guidance to form
the definite tool. - Subaction 4: Organisation of networking events. Activity 3: Actions and
investments to boost and facilitate the showcasing and marketing of new products and
services. Within this Activity the following subactions are implemented: - Subaction 1:
workshops and meetings of partners exploring concrete possibilities for exchange events and
programmes; possibilities for joint marketing were also discussed during these meetings; PP2
paid several visits to Turnhout, Lille and Cambridge to have a look at festivals and find ideas. -
Subaction 2: Implementation of and participation in all kind of festivals/events, - Subaction 3:
Visual Design Entrepreneurs Fair. - Subaction 4: 3 thematic conferences by Rencontres
Audiovisuelles (PP9), Huis voor Beeldcultuur (PP2) and Anglia Ruskin University (PP5); an
invitation film of alderman Meeuwis (LP) for the ‘inspiration meetings’ and series of articles in
the local newspaper ‘de ondernemer’(LP).

■ Results

What were the key results of the project?
Key results within Activity 1 were: - more than 16 applications developed in the field of visual
design and visualisation of complex data - setting up and implementing data visualisation
courses; exchange of about 500 students - a long-term partnership between the participating
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universities and knowledge institutes in this project; - a serious game dedicated to children
aged between 6 and 11 years old “Anim 2.0” (available in French, English and Dutch); including
toolkit for teachers; ca 8,000 pupils participated Key results within Activity 2 were: - PP8: 25
students/graduates were integrated in professional companies and 250 participants in the
young talents Challenge - PP5: 243 students had 1:1 careers clinics; 168 students/graduates
mock interviews, masterclasses talks - PP7: 2 creative companies hired an extra employee, 8
freelance jobs, 3 new collaborations between creatives total number of co-workers - a virtual
expertise centre, a virtual incubation centre and a physical incubation centre Key results within
Activity 3 were: - HvB (PP2) has taken over parts of the programme and an event-concept
(Cinesoupe) from RA (PP9) - realisation of 11 events and/or festivals with large numbers
attending (in total over 150,000). - 15 participations of various partners in events of other
partners; approximately 75 students were involved. - 50 students and starters were helped
directly through advice and 200 indirectly through network activities - funding rules for investing
in visual design applications; 10 animated films in Bio Based Economy and several visual
solutions for other sectors - Breda: 10% increase of local employment in the creative industry in
2013. - 3 thematic conferences: in total 300 participants;

Did all partners and territories benefit from the results?
All partners have benefitted from the results. In a direct way they benefitted from the local
actions, digital solutions and other investments realised in their area. But they also have
benefitted from actions carried out by the whole partnership (such as conferences, student
programmes and exchanges, events and virtual networks) and those executed in one of the
other cities. For example the partners in Southampton have learned a lot from the wayfinding
and visualisation experiences from the Universities in Breda. Regarding the scholars education
game Anim all partners learned from the experiences of Lille and Breda. The partners from
Breda have profited from the events developed in Lille. The real final beneficiaries of this
project are: - the creative companies, schools, universities and students/graduates in all
participating cities and areas - the inhabitants and visitors (tourists) because of the events and
newly developed applications. - the companies and other organisations in sectors not familiar
with the creative and digital industry (f.e. cultural heritage, managers public space and
buildings, biobased industry). They all benefit the most from the activities carried out and the
investments made, because they have made the creative and digital world more accessible and
experience able, the networking infrastructure is expanded, improved digital information and
application is created, cross border cooperation is improved, all in a sustainable way. A
guarantee for ongoing developments and cooperation in and between these territories in the
coming decades.

What were the effects / outcomes for the territories involved?
The effects /outcomes in terms of the wellbeing and progress of people (in their capacity of
consumers, workers, entrepreneurs, savers or community members, etc.) is in all three
territories: - Consumers and community members: interesting and attractive new tools
(digital/creative applications) to experience cultural heritage, to find their way in public space
and buildings, to enjoy creative events, to learn about visual design, to participate in courses, to
develop new tools in labs. - Entrepreneurs: they have seen and experienced what is possible in
using digital and creative applications in their business, they are now much more closely
involved in creative (cross-border) networks; seeing the added value of working with the
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creative sectors (and graduates); they much more see now the necessity to work together in
open innovation projects - Workers: they gained a lot of new knowledge and experiences in
working cross-border, in what is going on elsewhere and what they can learn from other
territories, they gained new inspiration and motivation to go on (even with more energy) in
their work to make their universities, companies and other organizations more attractive.

■ Distinctiveness

What was the real added-value of doing this cross-border project?
The real added values of the partners were: - LP: Product development has been achieved and
would not have been achieved without VIVID: ANIM 2.0, Drawing Together, Image Detective. -
PP3/PP4/PP5/PP6: Visual design knowledge exchange: the participating students and teachers
had very different backgrounds in the fields of visual design. Working in mixed teams lead to
constant exchange of perspectives and knowledge. VIVID has opened up new door ways for
working with other cross border partners. Visualisation techniques: cooperation in crossborder
teams resulted in a variety of new research techniques and new display techniques in
exhibitions.Insights in mutual working and teaching methods: Teachers were eager to learn
from best practices and like to challenge their own current teaching methods. - PP7: the support
and inspiration the partners gave us. We started with the project with almost no knowledge on
creativity and visual design. We had some ideas on how to start building a creative climate, but
were not sure that we took the right directions. Collaboration, meetings, inspiring talks,
‘stealing’ successes from other partners gradually taught us how to form our policy on creative
entrepreneurship here in the Kempen. - PP8/PP9: The opening of shares to European partners
(media bilingual communication) gives an opening of our international activities promise. The
cross-border scale is more profitable than the local one as the ambition of an audiovisual sector
is better suited with a larger scope

Have any synergies been developed with other projects or networks?
- PP7: Media, 2 other Interreg IVA 2 seas projects. - PP9: Yes: with the INTERREG IV A Flandres-
Wallonie project TANDEM (we welcomed some of their actions in l’hybride and we exchanged
communication) and the INTERREG IV A 2 Seas VillaCrossmedia with whom we exchanged
practices and ideas for further projects, we also participated in their cluster application
(unfortunately rejected) - PP5: Through looking at 2 Seas Cluster Projects, we have discovered
common synergies across the VIVID partnership and with other 2 Seas participants who are
outside of the VIVID network. We are also starting to look at Erasmus and Erasmus Plus funding
streams, to look at transferable skills and building relationships between academia and
industry. - PP4: IMI project will be used in further grant applications in order to develop
applications of the platform f.i. Horizon 2020 Health proposal in cooperation with Radboud
University Nijmegen.

What are the key messages , key lessons learned you would like to share?
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■ Project Information

Title Value increase by development of an international network Visual
Design

Total project budget € 5 740 830
ERDF € 2 870 415

Priority & objective Priority 1 c. Support innovation, research and cooperation between
universities, knowledge institutes and businesses

Timeframe 2010-07-01 - 2014-09-30
Lead partner Gemeente Breda
Project Coordinator Kees C.J. Kerstens(cfj.kerstens@breda.nl)
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